
  

 

  

 
New department air freight 

ECL - Your One-Stop Shop 

We are pleased to introduce our new offer at ECL:  
AIR FREIGHT world wide 

Supported by reliable partners, ECL are able to offer the 
complete transport chain to you. In Germany ECL organizes the 
pre-carriage plus import- and export operations plus the 
following air transport worldwide.  

Just let us know your consignment details and ECL will gladly 
supply you with a tailor-made offer. And for bigger and urgent 

consignments ECL can offer attractive Ad hoc-Rates. 

Contact: tim.schulze-entrup@ecl-online.de  

  

 

Confirmation of Arrival as evidence 
for VAT purposes 
Subject to evidence for deliveries within the EU 

From 1. January 2014 the obligation to provide proof for 
deliveries within the EU will be tightened. It must be 
evidenced that every delivery has successfully arrived at 
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its destination and reached the recipient. This is what the Confirmation of Arrival can be used 
for. Other alternative documents of proof besides the Confirmation of Arrival have been 
approved (in accordance with § 17 UstDV / VAT implementing provisions) from 1. October. 
The legislator distinguishes between intra-Community supplies and export deliveries to non-
member states (outside the EU). There are provisions regarding the obligation of providing 
proof for both cases. 

1) Types of evidence for deliveries within the EU 

 Confirmation of Arrival is used as an universally valid form of evidence 

According to legislative regulations the Confirmation of Arrival can only be used as a 
documentary proof if issued by your customer. Therefore, ECL GmbH cannot issue or provide 
a Confirmation of Arrival. 

2) Approved alternative documentary proof 

 The so-called "white attestation of the shipper" is one of the approved alternativ types of evidence. This 
document can be issued by ECL, if explicitly ordered. 

 An accurately completed CMR-waybill including signatures of the recipient and the shipper also qualifies 
as an alternativ type of documentary proof. ECL archieves this as standard and can provide it upon 
request. 

3) Types of evidence for export deliveries to non-member states (outside the EU) 

 Export notice via ATLAS, export processing system (AES) 

 Alternative export notice 

Both of these types of evidence are only issued by customs authorities and require handling 
via the ATLAS-process. For export declarations with a goods value of up to 1,000 €, which are 
not handled via the ATLAS-process, a "white attestation of the shipper" can be used as 
evidence for deliveries. 

In order to receive the "white attestation of the shipper" as evidence for deliveries within the 
EU and for export deliveries into non-EU states an explicite order is required. For further or 
may be the german version of this information please contact us. 

Contact: timo.berg@ecl-online.de 

 

New version of the DEKRA broschure for load securing of 
paper products subject to the regulations of VDI2700ff 

A joint project of Luebecks paper logistic- and shipping 
agents 

The new and updated version 6 of the cargo-securing brochure 
will be issued in the beginning of next year. Just like the previous 
versions, this brochure for load securing measures is a result of 
the collaboration of DEKRA Automobil GmbH, ECL GmbH and the 
paper shipping agents in Luebeck and Rostock. In consideration 
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of the respective legal provisions, in particular the VDI-guidline 2700 ff, 14 methods of 
loading, horizontal and vertical loading, are portrayed with clear images. 

Your contact person at ECL is: christine.hasse@ecl-online.de 

  

 

ECL's intermodal services in 2014 
Overview and timetable for 2014 

Make use of the benefits of our intermodal services in 2014. ECL offers regular 

piggyback/huckepack connections between Luebeck-Travemuende and the most important 

economic regions in Europe. 

Verona Shuttle 
5 x per week from Luebeck-Travemuende to Verona v.v. 

Ruhr Shuttle 
6 x per week from Luebeck-Travemuende to Duisburg-Hohenbudberg v.v. 

Rhein-Neckar Shuttle 
3 x per week from Luebeck-Travemuende to Ludwigshafen v.v. 

Bettembourg Shuttle 
3 x per week from Luebeck-Travemuende tu Bettembourg v.v. 

Download timetable: www.ecl-online.de  

Contact: intermodal@ecl-online.de 
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New Container Service from Luebeck 

Containerships start a direkt link to Finland and 
Russia 

Containerships Ltd. Oy change the port for their container 
service in Germany from Hamburg to the Port of Luebeck. Operations start with weekly direct 
line to Helsinki/Finland and Kronstad/St. Petersburg in Russia on 9, January 2014. 

Contact: oliver.berg@ecl-online.de 

 

Export Israel 
New regulations for imports to Israel 

 

From 1. October onwards, new rules for import deliveries for air and sea freight come into 
force in Israel. Customs and tax authorities query all incoming deliveries to Israel via air or sea 
freight. 

MBL/MAWB/HBL/HAWB must show evidence of the following: 

 Senders name and address and VAT-Ident number or passport number  

 Recipients name and address and VAT-Ident number or passport number  

 Number of packages with detailed description of packaging  

 Description of goods and customs tariff number  

 For dangerous goods package groups and specifications have to be listed 

Above mentioned details have to be written into the waybill. Should this information be 
missing extra handling costs and fees could arise and the customs clearance could be 
jeopardised. 

Your contact person at ECL is: tim.schulze-entrup@ecl-online.de 

  

 

3 times per week to Ventspils 
Stena Line increases departures from Luebeck-
Travemuende to Ventspils/Latvia 

The carrier Stena Line has increased the weekly frequency of 
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their liner departures between Luebeck-Travemuende and the Latvian Ventspils. This 
frequency allows ECL to offer better conditions for transit freights to rail terminals in Russia 
and Central Asia. 

Contact: dmytro.grybkov@ecl-online.de 

  

  

  

 

A joyful presentation of the ECL Christmas donation 2013 
ECL donation to the "Agape - House of Life" 

ECL has for many years supported a regional non-profit 
organisation to support people in need, instead of giving 
Christmas gifts to customer and suppliers. This year we 
were able to surprise Friederieke Garbe, head of the 

Agape House in Luebeck and initiator of the first "Baby Hatch" in Schleswig-Holstein, who was 
very happy to hear that we decided to support her organisation "Leben bewahren Luebeck 
e.v." with our Christmas donation this year. 

The "Agape - House of Life" in the centre of Luebeck has an open door for all people in 
need. They support single mothers and fathers and their children, provide immediate help for 
babies (baby hatch in Luebeck) and if needed arrange competent help for mothers giving birth 
anonymously.  

The guiding idea of Friederieke Garbe describes how much effort, love and engagement is put 
into her helping work: 

"Falling asleep without having to be scared of tomorrow. 
Walking up in comfort, trustin that sorrow and suffering have turned into calmness. 
It is him, who carries and holds everything. 
His arm holds me and the world securely." 

ECL Managing Director Jörg Ullrich and his secretary Ursel Steen handed over a check to Ms. 
Garbe on 25 November 2013. 

  

 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 
ECL wishes you a happy holiday season and a new year filled with peace 

and prosperity. 

The ECL-Team would like to thank all customers and partners for the 
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close and cooperative collaboration in 2013 and wish you and your families a very Happy 

Christmas and a prosperous New Year. 

  

  

 

IMPRESSUM 

Managing Director: Jörg Ullrich - Juris diction: Lübeck HRB 4674 - Internet: www.ecl-online.de 
Wir arbeiten ausschließlich auf Basis der von uns ergänzten ADSp - aktuelle Fassung - (siehe: http://www.ecl-
online.de/de/service/disclaimer.html) 
We work exclusively on the basis of the supplemented ADSp - latest version - (see: http://www.ecl-online.de/en/service/disclaimer.html) 

 Legal notice: http://ecl-online.de/de/impressum/index.html 

If you wish to unsubscribe from this newsletter, please send an eMail to martina.meier@ecl-online.de 
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